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Future Opportunities of Inhalation

9.00-9.30 Welcome
Orest Lastow, MVIC

9.30-10.00 How capsule based DPI systems meet the demand of patients and markets
Frédérique Bordes-Picard, Capsugel

10.00-10.40 Coffee

Inhaled biomolecules

10.40-11.00 Inhalation of biomolecules
Per Wollmer, Lund University

11.00-11.20 MannKind Technologies: Expanding the pulmonary route for drug delivery
Andrea Leone-Bay, Chan Smutney, MannKind

11.20-12.00 Panel discussion - future of inhaled insulin
Moderator, Wollmer, Andrea Leone-Bay, Chad Smutney, MannKind

12.00-13.30 Lunch

IP and regulatory

13.30-14.00 Patents and dry powder inhalation
Jan Trofast, Ligatum

14.00-14.20 Registration of Medicines - with emphasis on inhalation
Elisabeth Joelsson, Joelsson Regulatory Consulting

Device and manufacturing aspects

14.20-14.40 pMDI’s - Past, Present and Future?”
Philip Cocks, 3M

14.40-15.00 Precision DPI Filling
Marco Laackmann, Harro Höfliger

15.00-15.20 Establishing AstraZeneca Inhalation Product Development on West Coast
Jan-Olof Svensson, AstraZeneca

15.20-16.00 Coffee

Clinical aspects

16.00-16.20 Inhalation from a patient and clinical perspective.
Lars-Göran Carlsson

16.20-16.40 Nasal administration is not dead, it just smells funny
Stefan Ulvenlund, CR Competence

16.40-17.00 The use of industrial design to improve compliance
Jonas Svenberg, Zenit Design

17.00 Closing remarks and end of symposium

More details and registration at www.inhalationsymposium.com
Sponsorship opportunities

**Platinum sponsor - 2000 EUR**
- Company logo on front page of proceedings
- Company logo in lecture hall and in foyer outside lecture hall
- Company logo on symposium webpage with link to company webpage
- Opportunity to pack promotional material with symposium material
- Exhibition stand or table
- One complementary delegate

**Gold: sponsor - 1000EUR**
- Company logo in connection to coffee and lunch
- Company logo in proceedings
- Name on webpage
- Exhibition stand or table
- One complementary delegate

**Silver sponsor - 500EUR**
- Name in proceedings
- Name on webpage
- Exhibition stand or table
- One complementary delegate

Symposium details

**Time and date**
16 October 2013, from 9.00 to 17.00

**Venue**
Medicon Village
Scheelevägen 2
223 81 Lund
Sweden

**Travel**
International airports:
Copenhagen - CPH, 40 min by taxi to Medicon Village
Malmö Airport - MMX, 30 min by taxi to Medicon Village

Taxi reservations can be made at: www.taxiskane.com/en/

**Symposium fee etc.**
Delegate fee: 100EUR
Fee includes lunch and mid session refreshments. Proceedings will only be made available electronically
Conference dinner in the evening after the symposium: 50EUR

**Registration**
Please visit www.inhalationsymposium.com for registration.

For more information about MVIC please contact:
Dr Orest Lastow
CEO
Orest.Lastow@inhalationconsortium.com
Telephone +46 7654 22220